Modernizing your traditional applications with

Containerization and
Kubernetes Consulting
Services
Personalized expert consultation for effective container
management with Kubernetes to enable you to develop, deploy
and manage your application at scale and maximize your cloud
investment.

Discover hidden insights from
your data
$944 million
Worldwide container management revenue expected to reach by 2024.
- Gartner

75%

50%

50%

75 % - Global organizations
will be running
containerized applications
in production by 2022.

50 % respondents have
adopted Kubernetes in 2021.

50 % respondents consider
Amazon Web Services
(AWS) to be the most
popular environment for
running Kubernetes clusters
worldwide.

With the knowledge that they are
running conformant open-source
Kubernetes enterprises now have
the freedom to develop and run
cloud-native workloads anywhere
including in the data center in
hybrid, or public cloud, or even on
edge devices.
Karthik Ramamoorthy
VP, Cloud Security, and
Architecture,
Goldman Sachs

Container use means the
development and deployment of
applications, in general, easier
more convenient, and much more
predictable and reliable.

Ellen Friedman
Principal Technologist,
Container Platform, HPE

Why your business needs
Kubernetes
Kubernetes has become a top choice for container orchestration for organizations
worldwide. This open-source platform designed by Google offers a wide range of
features that can help businesses improve their turnaround time and achieve
maximum customer satisfaction.

Open Source

Ease of scaling

Resource
priotization

Storage
management

Self
correcting

Simplified load
balancing

By adding Kubernetes to your tech stack, you can:
Automate deployments and
upgrades

Explore multi-cloud
capability

Achieve maximum resource
optimization

Engage efficient load
balancing

Optimize DevOps and
automation

Build futuristic and adaptive
applications

Our services
Our experts help your team to prepare a practical roadmap to streamline your
CI/CD process and manage multiple containerized applications in a complex
clustered environment.

Kubernetes consultation
We help you prepare a complete action
plan for streamlining Kubernetes
operations and automating deployment
to achieve project delivery at scale.

Container orchestration
We help you create an automation
strategy for your container lifecycle to
reduce repetitive manual tasks and
enable your teams to focus on building
innovative solutions.

Infrastructure health audit
Our teams assist you in eliminating
bottlenecks and optimizing your
Kubernetes infrastructure to facilitate
an uninterrupted and flawless
development process.

Managed Kubernetes services
Our experts collaborate with your
teams to efficiently streamline and
maintain your container clusters to
accelerate your development and
deployment processes.

You are in good hands
As a company with 11 years of experience in the software industry, Simform offers
top-quality services to help our clients access the untapped potential of their
products and services. Through our expert consulting services, we offer:

Comprehensive review
and assessment

Goal-driven and
business-centric
solutions

100% cost-effective
pricing model

Enjoy ongoing support
and maintenance`

Risk-free trial period of 2
weeks

Recommendations on
top technologies and
best practices

Technology expertise
Docker

Google Kubernetes
Engine

Kubernetes

Cloud Foundry

Terraform

Open Shift

Amazon ECS

Helm

Transform your business
with Simform!
Want to know How Simform can help you build and
deploy your app in the cloud?
Schedule a 30 minute, no-cost consulting call now!

Trusted by
Fortune 500 companies

Call: (321) 237-2727
Email: hello@simform.com
www.simform.com

